Highlights from this Month’s News

Robert Gillett, Editor

In this month’s edition, look for news, ideas and trends like these:

 A new economic era emerges
 Michigan’s biochar missionaries
 Resources for every learning style

Celebrating Our Renewing Corporate
Members:

Current Members
10,000 YEARS INSTITUTE
ADVANCED RESILIENT BIOCARBON
AGRINOVA
AGRIPROTEIN

BUSINESS MEMBER
SYNCRAFT
Schwaz, Austria
http://www.syncraft.at

AMERICA SEQUESTERS CO2, LLC

AMERICAN BIOCHAR COMPANY
APPLIED BIOMASS SOLUTIONS, LLC

ARIES CLEAN ENERGY
AUSTRALIA NEW ZEALAND BIOCHAR
INITIATIVE INC. (ANZBI)
BEES SAS
BIOCARBON FORWARD

Syncraft develops floating bed gasifiers which have proven
revolutionary in recovering electricity and heat from solid biomass.
The Syncraft wood-fired power plants are among the most profitable
and efficient in the entire bioenergy sector.

Rainbow Bee Eater Pty Ltd.

BLACKWOOD SOLUTIONS
CARBO CULTURE
CARBOFEX OY
CARBON GOLD LTD
CENIPALMA

CHAMPION WASTE & RECYCLING
SERVICES
CIRCLE CARBON SL

Somers, Australia
http://www.rainbowbeeeater.com.au

CITY LIGHT CAPITAL
CONCORD BLUE ENERGY
COOL PLANET

The March newsletter covered Rainbow
Bee Eater’s membership renewal, but
this new 4-minute video describes them so much better.

CORNELL UNIVERSITY
CUMMINS, INC
EARTH SYSTEMS CONSULTING
ECOTOPIC AB
HUSK VENTURES SL

ORGANIZATIONAL MEMBER
Cummins, Inc.

Current Members

Minneapolis, MN

ICHAR ITALIAN BIOCHAR ASSOCIATION

https://www.cummins.com/

INTEGRITY INDUSTRIAL SERVICES
INTERNATIONAL BIOREFINERIES, LLC
K&S INDUSTRIES

Cummins Inc. is a corporation of complementary business segments
that design, manufacture, distribute and service a broad portfolio of
power solutions. The company’s products range from diesel and
natural gas engines to hybrid and electric platforms, as well as

KUWAIT INSTITUTE FOR
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH (KISR)
LENZ ENTERPRISES INC
LERCHENMUELLER CONSULTING
METZLER FOREST PRODUCTS LLC

powertrain-related technologies, including battery systems, fuel

NATIONAL CARBON TECHNOLOGIES

systems, controls, air handling, transmissions, filtration, emission

NO FOSSIL FUEL, LLC / CLEAN POWER

solutions and electrical power generation systems.

NORTH SUBURBAN TREE SERVICE
NORTHERN CALAMIAN FARMING INC.
NPO KITAKYU CLEAN ENVIRONMENT
OPLANDSKE BIOENERGI AS
OREGON BIOCHAR SOLUTIONS

POLYTECHNIK
PURE LIFE CARBON INC.
PYREG GMBH
RAINBOW BEE EATER PTY LTD

RECYCLED ENERGY
DEVELOPMENT
SENECA FARMS BIOCHAR LLC
SIMEKEN INC.
SLB GROUPE (CAMPOS VERDES, SYLVA
FERTILIS)
SOILTEST FARM CONSULTANTS
SON AMAR
SONNENERDE - KULTURERDEN GMBH

STANDARD BIO AS
SUMITOMO SHI FW
SYNCRAFT
THE TROLLWORKS

TWO DOT WIND
UPM UMWELT-PROJEKTMANAGEMENT GMBH
WAKEFIELD BIOCHAR
WOOD GROUP USA
YORK REGION ENVIRONMENTAL
ALLIANCE

The Big Picture

Robert Gillett

We have just watched the engine of industrial growth seize up. Petrostates threw open the
throttle, forgetting that the engine was fully choked. The engine flooded and global economic growth
stalled. National economies were placed on fiscal ventilators hastily assembled by bankers and politicians.
The crash has whole industries wondering about their chances of survival.
Fortunately for the biochar industry, its focus on sustainability positions it well for continued
growth (in smaller scale renditions) despite the moribund economy. This growth will take a while for most
to notice due to the dispersed, bottom-up nature of biochar adoption, but we have had a lesson in
exponential growth lately. New growth will soon appear in the use of biochar as rapidly as weeds invading
gardens in Spring (or, if you prefer, a virus becoming a pandemic).
More so than ever, biochar has important supporting roles in helping us to deal with our current
situation. Kathleen Draper delves into several of these in her recent blog post. The last benefit that she
proposes (a locally produced fertilizer substitute in this time of broken food system supply chains) is one
that shifts more farmers away from the globalization paradigm toward local self-reliance. Combining
biochar with compost and whatever fertilizer they can purchase will help affected farmers transition to
regenerative farming, obviating the need for added fertilizer.
We are being hurtled into an era in which subsistence farming (known as gardening to many of us)
becomes a more significant contributor to the food supply as it was with victory gardens early last century.
Now is a good time for biochar makers to re-evaluate where they can best purvey their goods. Just as
many farmers are selling more directly to consumers to adapt to the sudden interruption of demand from
institutions and restaurants, gardens appear to be a promising growth market for biochar over the
foreseeable future.
While there are places where biochar for specific applications or using sophisticated production
technologies may be most profitably produced in a centralized location, much biochar production for
gardens will come from small devices, even cookstoves.
There could not be a better time for biochar cookstoves to proliferate. As many as 7 million
humans per year die from air pollution. The damage to lungs caused by breathing particulates from dirty
indoor cooking fires only makes those affected even more susceptible to coronavirus.
Survival through the hard times ahead still leaves us with the ongoing problem of climate change.
Assumptions about carbon drawdown by mature forests and phytoplankton look like they have been
overly optimistic. Intervention through biochar production is now more necessary than ever if we are to
avoid catastrophic temperature rise.
Opinions expressed or implied herein are solely those of the author and may not reflect the official position of IBI.

Regional Briefs
Australia and the Pacific
An ranch and organic farm in an ecovillage of Puerto Princesa on the island of Palawan in the
Philippines stands out for its integration of sustainable practices, including production of biochar.
A major new project will show how increasing soil carbon on 20 Heytesbury district farms in
Australia can lead to food production and climate change benefits.
North America
Two companies were selected for USFS Wood Innovation Grants this year to conduct work
involving biochar. Next Generation Woods, Inc. will investigate "Market Assessments for the Expansion of
Biochar Use and Sales" and Smokehouse Products, LLC will conduct "Installation of Wood Chip Dryer and
Processing Equipment using Renewable Energy and Heat Provided by Wind River Biomass Utility."
The state of Washington has enacted legislation to give funding priority to biochar application
(among several other carbon-sequestering measures) under the “Sustainable Farms and Fields Grant
Program.”
Tim Overdier and business partner Paul May are on a mission to introduce northern Michigan to
biochar.

Biochar-related opportunities, jobs, and education
An IBI Webinar on biochar use in asphalt will be webcast on May 13, 2020, 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
EST (US). This webinar will outline the environmental and economic benefits of using biochar in
CarbonCor’s environmentally friendly cold asphalt premix. CarbonCor’s Andre van Zyl has been building
roads for decades; he will discuss the use of biochar to stabilize soils for roads as well as in the asphalt
itself.
A new Green Carbon Webinar series, hosted by Christian Wurzer as part of the Green Carbon
European Training Network, has begun for 2020. This year's topics range from lab-based research
projects about biochar production to international field trials and non-governmental community
projects.
The series will feature bi-weekly presentations followed by Q&A sessions. The webinars are free
of charge. Live webinars will be available bi-weekly through June 11th. Recorded webinars are also
available for review. Here is the schedule for the remaining 2020 webinars:
30th April:
Servan Herou - Imperial College London, UK: 'Activated carbon nanofibres from organosolv
lignin and electrochemical applications in supercapacitors'

Abhilasha Tripathi - Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur, India: ' Magnesium modified rice
straw biochar-based alginate beads for phosphate fertilization of Cicer arietinum '
14th May:
Robert Bachmann - University of Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia: ' Quo vadis yardwaste: Landfill or
biochar bulking agent in organic MSW compost? '
Cecilia Sundberg - KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden: ' Biochar from cookstoves on
smallholder farms in Kenya '
28th May:
Anna Trubetskaya- University of Limerick, Ireland: ' The effect of supercritical CO2 extraction on
charcoal production from slow and fast pyrolysis in ferroalloy industries '
Arvind Kumar - Pondicherry University, India: ' Effect of pyrolysis temperature on the structural
and physicochemical properties of biochar using mixed fruit waste'
11th June:
Michael Shafer - Warm Heart Worldwide, Thailand: ' Micro-Biochar to Address Global Crop
Waste Burning'

The U.S. Forest Service has launched their 11-webinar biochar series for 2020. Live
presentations will take place over the course of the year. Two are already archived for anybody to view.
The latest is Tom Miles’ talk on Biochar Production Technologies. Related webinars from prior years are
also available.
The Special Issue of MDPI Energies – “Bioenergy and Biochar: Repurposing Waste to Sustainable
Energy and Materials” has several open access articles available and remains open for article
submissions until September 30, 2020.
A podcast on biochar was produced by Canadian Biomass Magazine.
Frontier Impact Group is calling for expressions of interest from sources of biomass as they
undertake a feasibility study to expand pyrolysis in the Asia/Pacific region. Sources of biomass can
include forestry waste, bushfire-affected land clearings, agricultural waste and by-products, municipal
and industrial wood-based waste.

News You Can Use
Wheat growers can save money on fungicides and improve yields significantly by using a highly
diluted wheat straw vinegar spray as a replacement. The vinegar is a coproduct of wheat straw biochar.

Increases in demand should attend the new research proving its efficacy. The paper is open access for a
few more days, courtesy of co-author Stephen Joseph.
A promising approach to soil carbon measurement uses a reflectometer.
Dr. Paul Anderson has been developing a kiln over the last 6 years to fill a gap in the scale of
production between portable flame cap kilns and air curtain burners. The patent-pending design is now
mature enough to open it up to the world to build upon. Paul has made the Rotatable Covered Cavity
(RoCC) kiln manual available to guide anyone who would like to build their own. The website has several
other useful resources related to this valuable invention.
The Organic Farming Research Foundation has published the guidebook, Organic Practices for
Climate Mitigation, Adaption, and Carbon Sequestration. Though their appreciation of biochar does not
rise to that of our group, biochar does receive consideration along with many other carbon farming
practices.

Calendar

ANZBC 2020
"4 per 1000" North America
Regional Meeting
May 11 – 15, 2020
Register here for ZOOM meeting
sessions to elaborate a regional
roadmap of concrete action on the
ground, for storing carbon in the soils
with the help of agriculture and
forestry.
https://livingsoilssymposium.ca/fr/reu
nion-regionale-4-pour-1000/

July 16, 17; 23 & 24, 2020, Cairns,
Queensland. 4th Australia/New Zealand
biochar livestream conference. Virtual
study tour in Cairns region July 16 and
17. Conference on July 23 & 24
including demonstrations & field visits.
Theme: Protecting and restoring the
Great Barrier Reef.
https://anzbc.org.au/

Eurosoil 2020
August 24 -28, 2020 Geneva
European Confederation of Soil
Science Societies
One session will cover: Biochar based
fertilisers: interactions with plants and
soils.
https://eurosoil2020.com/

PYRO 2020
Nov 29 – Dec 4, 2020 Ghent, Belgium
23rd International Conference on
Analytical and Applied Pyrolysis.
http://www.pyro2020.org/ehome/462
106/941850/
Photos by Unknown photographers
licensed under CC BY-SA

New Research
Here are some of the papers authored by IBI members out of over 200 articles included in the latest monthly
list available on your IBI Member homepage. These are compiled by Abhilasha Tripathi to bring you the
technical side of the biochar news. If you really want to know what is happening, exploring this list every
month will give a much fuller picture than you get by reading this newsletter. You can automatically receive
the full research paper list by e-mail every month by joining IBI.

 Little black holes:
Li, Y., Zimmerman, A., He, F., Chen, J., … L. H.-S. of T. T., & 2020, Solvent-free synthesis of magnetic
biochar and activated carbon through ball-mill extrusion with Fe3O4 nanoparticles for enhancing
adsorption of methylene blue. Elsevier.
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0048969720314856
From the Abstract: “The Langmuir maximum MB adsorption capacity of the magnetic ball-milled BC
(MBM-BC) was the highest (500.5 mg/g) among all the samples including the ones derived from AC.
After five adsorption-desorption cycles, MBM-BC maintained about 80% MB removal capacity.”

 Waste (Not):
Zhao, N., Lehmann, J., & You, F. (2020). Poultry Waste Valorization via Pyrolysis Technologies:
Economic and Environmental Life Cycle Optimization for Sustainable Bioenergy Systems. ACS
Publications, acssuschemeng.0c00704. https://doi.org/10.1021/acssuschemeng.0c00704
From the Abstract: “... life cycle optimization (LCO) of the poultry litter supply chain considering
pyrolysis technologies that aim to sustainably convert poultry waste into biofuel and biochar. ... a case
study on the State of Georgia is presented. ...Sensitivity analyses reveal biochar price and storage
periods of unpyrolyzed poultry manure to be the greatest factors that influence the economics and
environmental objectives, respectively.”

 Easy Money:
Bora, R, Tao, Y., Lehmann, J., J. T.-A. S., & 2020, Techno-economic Feasibility and Spatial Analysis of
Thermochemical Conversion Pathways for Regional Poultry Waste Valorization. ACS Publications.
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acssuschemeng.0c01229
From the Abstract: “Building one centralized biorefinery in New York State (NYS) especially for fast
pyrolysis was more economically feasible than building multiple smaller biorefineries (biochar
breakeven price of -$128 to -$91/ton versus $74 to $93/ton).”

 Sweetness:
Lima, I., Sugar Journal, M. P.-S., & 2020. Improved sugar yields found by application of bagasse and
leaf residue biochar as soil amendment.
https://www.cabdirect.org/cabdirect/abstract/20203127462

From the Abstract: “Best results found with 4% bagasse biochar addition and a [theoretical
recoverable sucrose] improvement of 22.3% and 31.6% from control, for fertilizer and no fertilizer
additions, respectively. Benefits of biochar application to cane fields include increases in soil carbon,
improvement to soil drainage and aeration, and addition of nutrients for the sugarcane crop.”

 Let them eat baaochar:
Peri, P.L.; Rosas, Y.M.; Ladd, B.; Díaz-Delgado, R.; Martínez Pastur, G. Carbon Footprint of Lamb and
Wool Production at Farm Gate and the Regional Scale in Southern
Patagonia. Sustainability 2020, 12, 3077. https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/12/8/3077
From the Paper: ”... on-farm emissions are the most significant contributor to the footprint and also
the most challenging to reduce. ... a number of rumen modifiers that decrease CH4 production have been
proposed and tested in the past decade, the most promising of which appear to be biochar-based
supplements.”

www.biochar-international.org info@biochar-international.org
Follow us on Twitter
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Work with IBI!
IBI offers the following options for collaboration with scientific projects. Select the package best for
your organization and complete the accompanying payment form.

□

Silver Package 1
a) IBI is posting a project description on its website with contact details, links, photos; the website
can be updated once per year.
b) IBI is sending out a project update in the monthly newsletter twice per year of the project
c) Publications published by the project are guaranteed to be listed in the monthly IBI publications
update.
d) In-depth discussion of one publication per year by a member of the IBI Scientific Committee, sent
out in the monthly IBI publication update and posted on the project site of IBI.

Costs: $1,000 per project year, payable at the beginning of the project year

□

Gold Package 2
a) Includes all services of Package 1.
b) Webinar on project plans, progress or outcomes with a topic appropriate for IBI audience (onehour webinar with about 50-100 participants worldwide), moderated by IBI, advertised globally,
with Q&A session). Webinar is archived on the IBI website and can be seen by IBI members (add
$1,000 for open access).

Costs: $4,000 per project year, payable at the beginning of the project year

□

Platinum Package 3
a) Includes all services of Packages 1 and 2.
b) IBI excursion to your project at a time when it is attractive to a diverse audience ranging from
scientists to industry representatives and policy makers, typically 40 attendees, who will pay for
their own travel and a registration fee (see https://biochar-international.org/event/ibi-biocharstudy-tour-finland/ for an example of previous excursions).

Costs: $15,000 per project year, payable at the beginning of the project year
Packages can vary for each project year (i.e., a project may opt for Package 1 in year 1 and 2 of their
project and for Package 2 in year 3). Please inquire for additional options and combination of services not
mentioned above.
IBI will provide a letter of commitment that can be included in your proposal to a donor. If the proposal is
approved and funded, IBI can work with purchase orders or contracts, as is easiest for the project.

International Biochar Initiative
IBI COLLABORATION WITH S CIENTIFIC PROJECTS
PLEASE PROVIDE YOUR NAME AND CURRENT BILLING ADDRESS:

Collaboration Options (Prices in U.S. Dollars)

□ Platinum: $15,000
□ Gold: $4,000
□ Optional open webinar access (+$1,000)
□ Silver: $1,000
Total amount enclosed: $________

□ check in U.S. dollars □ cash in U.S. dollars □ MC/Visa number:__________________________________
Exp. Date: __________ 3-Digit Security Code: __________

Name on Card: _____________________________

Email receipt to: __________________________________ / Phone #: __________________________________

Please enclose check or cash or provide credit card information, and send to the IBI Office:
by email (bschorr@ttcorp.com), fax (1-202-223-5537), or U.S. mail
(1211 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 650, Washington, DC 20036, USA).

Thank you for your support!

